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ISSUE OF SPECIAL WORLD HEALTH STAMPS， LABELS AND FLAGS 

1. The Third Wo^ld Health Assembly considered the suggestion that Member States 

issue special stamps^ labels and flags as an additional source of revenue to the 

Organization and the country concerned. These suggestions were referred to the 

At its sixth session the Executive Board requested the Director-General to 

study the question further and to submit proposals to the seventh session of the 

2
f
 After careful consideration further investigation seemed necessary and the 

following actions were takern 

(a) Regional Directors were asked for their views on the possibility 

of a direct approach by then to some or all of the Member States in their 

respective Regions 3 

(b) the Director of the Stamp Division of the Swiss Postal, 

Telegraphs and Telephones Department ivas contactcd to ascertain the views 

of that department； 

(c) the matter was referred to the Universal Postal Union; 

(,d) certain members of the Executive Board wore invited to comment 

on the suggestions； and 

(e) -as New Zealand had been issuing special Health Stamps and was to 

• issue another series in October 1950， information on their experience in 

this matter was requested. 
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3, The Director of the Pan-American Sanitary Bureau, Regional Office for the 

Americas advised that at the Seventh Meeting of the Executive Committee of PASB a 

resolution was approved asking the Member States of that organization to issue, in 

1952, a- stamp for the commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of the Par>-American 

Sanitary Bureau. The reaction of the States to this resolution varies considerably 

from country to country,' some countries being reluctant to undertake the issue of 

such a special stampj others, because of their budget laws, would be unable to turn 

over the revenue derived from the sale of stamps to the Pail-American Sanitary Bureau, 

thereby making it necessaiy for the Government to contribute from its regular budget 

an additional amount‘equivalent to the revenue which could be expected from the sale 

of stamps. The Director calls attention to the fact that the issue suggested by 

WHO would conflict with the actions of 'PASB. • • • ’ . 

4. The interview with the Director of the“Stamp Division of the Swiss Postal, 

Telegraphs and Telephones Department revealed that in Svátzerland there were already 

two annual appeals for funds, through, the is sue of postage stamps with an a'dditional 

charge. One of these appeals was generally very successful, because its central 

secretariat numbered nearly 100 persons, and in addition had some 20,000 active 
• . •‘ * 

members all of whom devoted, without pay,, large amounts of time and energy to the 

annual appeal. These volunteer trorkers make a door to door sales campaign which 

resulted in the bulk of the sales of the stamps In question. It is significant to 
. . . . . ‘ — 

note that the proportion of stamps sold by the Post Office has so far averaged less 
than 10 per cent of the total sales. The great majority of the sales were actually 

made on the basis of a house to house appeal by school children under the 

supervision of their schoQl teachers. The other annual appeal
>
 riot having the 

benefit of this method of house to house .canvassing, had not been as successful. 
, ‘‘ ‘ ‘：. • 

Other special appeals' have been tried from time .t.o. time^ but lacking voluntary 

assistance in the form of house .to house canvassing, the total proceeds in some 

instances have been scarcely enough to„ cover ,the c-ost of printing and issuing the 
• . * • ' ' 1 

stamps. •’ •：, … 

The Director also advised that the calendar of appeals to the public on a 
- • • • • ‘ • 

nation-wide scale in Switzerland was already full and it was doubtful ；Lf another 

appeal could be tmcLertaken on behalf of 丽0， although some agreement might be made 

to combine the appeal with that of some other organization. 
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With ^eferonce to the sale of stickers and flags, it was indicated that the 

sale of stickors had never been successful in Switzerland
#
 With regard to the sale 

of f l a g s i t ' would be a question of mobilising a large number of young people, serving 

without pay, to sell these flags in every comniunityj otherwise the results would be 

disappointing. 

5. A communication was addressed to the Director of the.Universal Postal Union, 

and a copy of his reply is annexed (Annex A)• 

6. As a result of the enquiries sent to certain members of the Executive Board, 

two replies were received. A copy of a letter from Dr. Hyde is attached as Annex B^ 

Dr• Hyde has introduced an additional suggestion dealing with raising funds to 

facilitate the work of certain international non—governmental organizations which are 

in relationship i/vith "WHO. This matter should bo explored further，but before doing 
. » ‘‘ ' t ‘ 

so, the Director-General would welcome the views and guidance of the Board.• The 

other reply on behalf of another momber of the Board was submitted on an informal 

basis. In sbnmaiy this reply was as follows. The Post Office was not prepared to 

aindertake any special' issue of stamps' because as a matter of policy they limit the 

issues of stamps to what is necessary to fulfil the practical purposes for which they 

are intended. . Proposals to issue ordinary stacips specially surcharged have always 

been refused because of the additional administrative work it. would mean for the 

clerical staffs. Labels officially produced and sold would have thé same 

disadvantages3 and "without extensive propaganda the sale would probably be very small. 
. . . » 

As for the sale of flags on specific days
9
 informal consultations with the authorities 

iridibated that if application was made for permission to hold a special flag day they 

would have to recommend its refusal. Finally^ the difficulties of exchange control 
... • , . . '

 1

 . 、 • •. 
would moan severe limitations on the use to "which any money raised could be put, 

- • ‘ . • “ ‘ . 气 ’ ‘ 

7. A copy of the reply rec.eived.from the Department of External Affairs of the 
•‘ 

Government of New Zealand is also annexed (Annex C).. It should be noted that in 

the last paragraph it is stated that it would not be possible for the Government of 

New Zealand to issue a special stamp in favour of the World Health Organization. 

8. Because all the enquiries so far made have indicated a negative reponse^ the 

Director-General would appreciate further guidance from the Board on this matter. 
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• Bureau International de 1'Union Postale Universelle 

Berne (Suisse) 

(International Office of the Universal Postal Union) 

Schwartztorstrasse 38 

No. С 1216, 1 July 1950 
Ref : your letter of 

23 June 1950 

Mr. Milton P. Siegel, 
Assistant Director-General 
Department of Administration 

and Finance 
World Health Organization 
Geneva 

Sir, 

In your letter, reference as above, you brought to my attention a 

resolution voted by the Third World Health Assembly concerning the issue 

of stamps— or special labels for the benefit of your organization. . 

I have pleasure in acknowledging receipt of your letter and of indicating 

the following : 

It is not within the competence of the International Office to support 

in any way a recommendation directed to WHO Member States with regard to the 

issue of special postage stamps, for tiie benefit of your organization. 

Philately as such does not, in fact, come within the scope of the 

Universal Postal Union; this is a subject interesting only the Administrations 

composing the Union.- In consequence., our office has no jurisdiction in the 

•matter of the issue of postage stamps in the countries belonging to the Union 

and in these circumstances I can only suggest that the resolution concerned 

should be addressed to the Member States of your organization. 

Regretting our inability to give a more favourable reply, 

I have the honour to be, Sir^ 

Yours etc.. 

The Director 



ANNEX В. 

“；.‘ UNITED" STATES REPRESENTATIVE 

‘ . . . . • EXECUTIVE BOARD ” ORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION 

FEDERAL. SECURITY AGENCY , . 
PUBLIC .HEALTH SERVICE 

:

WASHINGTON 25^ D.C, . August 16,. 1950 

• .. 

Dear Dr.с Chisholm, 

、 F i t h reference to your letter of Aagust 1950 regarding special Tiorld 

Health stamps； labels and flags,,工 have certain comments to.make。 

The purpose underlying the suggestion which was pushed by the Delegation 
of India at the Third T-Torld Health Assembly was to raise additional funds for 
the World Health Organization

c
 The thesis of the India Délégation Was that the 

resources of the ШЮ should be supplemented by the peoples' pennies« The 
stamp^ label and flag was a suggestion as to how the peoples

1

 pennies might be 
obtained ̂  '•‘ ‘ 

In my view； the very thesis itself is fundamentally wrong insofar as the 
United States is concerned« The IfflO is an inter-governmental organization, 
which depends for its existence and^ under its constitution^ for its financial 
support tip on governments

 e
 Our basic job is to build the interest and enthusiasm 

of governments to the extent that they то.11 give increasing support» 
Fundamentally the way to do this is to do an effective job with results which 
can be measured, as trul;^ woT-zhifhile acconplishment с There is at the same time 
the responsibility of keeping the public informed of progress and accomplish-
ments it.a way which attracts attention and builds up understanding and ' 
enthusiasms which in turn^ reflect upon governments. That is the 

positive side г 

'On the negative side, I would say that there is real danger in making, an 

appeal to the public over the heads of g o v e r n m e n t s S u c h an appeal, no matter 

how successful in obtaining funds,, will give appropriating bodies a perfect 

escape from increasing-governmental contributions, 工 can see a great danger . 

in playing it both w a y s I t seems to me that this can be done indirectly by 

the ¥H0 without the dangers involved, in the Public Health Service taking such 

action directly。 I think' thât^ through its relationship with the international 

non-governmental organizations., it could build a combination of the interested 

organizations given perhaps some sabsidy for the purpose of establishing a 

world health fund to be used by the international non~governmental organizations. 

Those organizations are now exceedingly weako They are weak only because they 

lack resources They have m thin "üheir structin'e all the real leaders in the 

fields of their interest) but these leaders are becoming frustrated by the lack 

of financial гезоигсез<； I have seen this in regard to the International Unions 

against Tubar;:.alosis
;
. Venereal D i a n d Cáncer, where the American leaders 

in these fields have made real efforts to revitalize these organizations but 

have always come v.-p against the stone wall of finance с 
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工 suggest that you investigate the possibility of bringing together those 
organizations which have been brought into formal relationship with the Ш ) , to 
discuss the joint establishment by them； with the help of the ТШ0, of a central 
fund-raising organization to expand their scope to carry out programmes that 
would supplement and strengthen the work of the Т7Н0» Such work would be largely, 
I chould think

д
 in the field of public health education. These organizations are 

in a peculiarly favourable position to extend education of the public and build 
community interest and participation in a variety of important fields. This 
should be obvious in regard to tuberculosis

;
 venereal disease and cancer. It 

is also true in such things as nursing, I can think of no way in which the 
social and professional status of mirsing, as you and I know it, could be 
inpressed upon the тоmen of the Middle East^ Far East, and Latin America, more 
effectively than by a well financed and well planned programme with the 
International Council of Nurses, 

It seems to me that India has pointed attention to an important source of 
. o n improving world health. I feel that our job is to find the way in 
which ШЮ may assist in tapping these fands in an appropriate manner and also 
.assist in guiding their utilization to their fullest effectiveness. The 
suggestion incorporated herein would bring a aewimportance to the now somewhat 
académie formal relationship between the international non-governmental 
organizations and the World Health Organization. 

I hope that you m i l explore the possibility suggested herein and, insofar 
you feel it may be helpful in developing the matter, convey ity suggestions 

to other members of the Board and to Regional Director s and other appropriate 
members.of your staff. ' 

I think that any consideration of the practical manner in 他ich the 
people's pennies m i l be obtained, whether it is through stamp s, labels,, flags, 
o r

 other devices) should await the basic decision as to the relationship 

to any fund may be developed in this manner » 

I am sending a copy of this "letter to Dr, Mudaliar because of the special 
interest of India in this matter, and also a copy to D r , Gear as Chairman of 
the Board。 

Sincerely yours. 

(Signed) H。van Zile Hyde, M.D, 

cc: Dr» Mudaliar 
Dr. Gear 

D r . Brock Chisholm 

Director General 

World Health Org^iCatien 

Palais des Nations 

Geneva, Switzerland 



ANNEX С 

Department of External Affairs 

… Wellington 
• . ‘ ‘ • • • • . . ' • 

‘ 31 October, 1950 

.... • • ... 
The Director-General 
lïorld Health Organization 
United Nations . 
GENEVA . 

- . ” • ’ . ....：• . . . . . .. , •• 

... , ' • ‘ • ... • . . "... : ' 

Sxi? • - . 

. I have the hónouí, by'direction of the Minister of External Affairs, to 
acknowledge your comffiimieation of 17 July concerning Health Stamps. .In ,reply 
I have to advise that proceeds received from the annual sale of• Health Stamps 
in New Zealand are allotted to the care and maintenancè of children in Health 
Camps which are established throughout New Zealand and are. national memorials 
to the late King George V . The monies derived from Health Stamp sales, to-
gether with other donations to the New Zealand Federation of Health Camps (Inc..) 
constitute the funds necessary for the camps to function satisfactorily from ' 
year to year. 

With the co-operation of the Post and Telegraph Department the Federation 
has since 1929 sold Health Stamps during the months October to February thus 
ensuring that in a limited period each year a maximum sale of stamps is obtained. 
The. stamps are issued in two denominations, namely l々 d . and 3d. , (Id. for 
postage and 丄 々 d. for Health Fund revenue - 2d. for postage and Id. for Health 
Fund revenue respectively). Of the total proceeds received from the annual 
sales the Federation benefits by 73 of-the amount - last year a record sum of 
£37,000 was received by the Federation, From this amount is expended фprox-
imately £3,000 each year for the promotion and advertising of the Health Stamp 
Campaign. 

The sale of Health Stamps is primarily organized by a Publicity Panel set 
up as an adjunct to the Federation. The Panel consists of specialists in the , 
field of commercial advertising and representatives of newspaper-, screen and 
radio advertising concerns, thus ensuring that the Ca吨aign receives the 
necessary advertising to supplement the Post and Telegraph Department

1

 s sales 
organization. Suitable designs for each year's stamp are called for and a 
se]£ ction made by the postal authorities'. While the philatelic value of the 
stamp is borne in mind, the selection of the stamp which will appeal to the 
public is the concern of the postal officials. The stanp having been chosen-, a 
suitable souvenir cover, which accon^anies the First Day issue of each stamp, 
is designed'. Over the years., it has been ejqperienced that concerted advertising 
of the issue has had definite results on the sale of the stamps-, consequently 
the advertising of each campaign receives nrach attention per medium of press, 
radio and screen advertising with opportune times for more intensive advertising 
being availed of especially just prior to Christmas. Throughout each campaign 
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Annex С 

novel captions and quips are used to stimulate public interest in the campaigns. 

Postal offiçials and volunteer workers recruited from District Executives 

and Local Coirizrütt'eés
!

 of- the Federation are an excellent team for selling the 

stamps, Each.postal district is set a target for its sales - the object being 

either the first district to reach its target or to reach its target within a 

definite time limit
c
 This adds impetus to the sales -within each postal district. 

At the close of a campaign the Dire с tor-General Pçst and Telfe graph Department, 

forwards the Federation the F e d e r a t i o n ^ apportionment of the sale probeeds 

received within the districts
э
 In turn； the Federation disburses to each of its 

District Executives the amount of sales x.de T.dthin their specific area， thus 

ensuring that children requiring health camp treatment are maintained * from 

moni,js subscribed in the area sponsoring their admission to the canps®-'" 

• . I n reference to your • inquiry concerning the possibility of,a Health Stamp 

issiue in favour of the funds of the. Y/orld Health Organization, I am directed to 

.advise ' that* it is regretted that this would not. be possible; since it is felt 

that -any.further activity in,Health Stamp issues -beyond the-existing one could 

I have the honour. to be
y
 Sir, . •：. 

. . . . 、 • ... 

Your obedient servant^ • • •. . • 

Foss^ -Shanahan . • . 

(for) Secretary of External Affairs 

.npt be sustained. 

,(Signed) 


